2004 hyundai santa fe exhaust system diagram

Hyundai Santa Fe â€” mid-size crossover, created on the platform Hyundai Sonata. The car was
named after the city in New Mexico. And, despite the criticism received from journalists for his
indistinct appearance, the car was a success in America. The crossover was so popular that at
times Hyundai could not cope with providing the available demand. Santa Fe has an attractive
but not luxurious interior. It is well-finished and has well thought-out details. The door panels
and the instrument panel are granular and decorated with a decorative stitch that dilutes the
artificial leather. Accents with a texture under the tree and well-trimmed armrests add a certain
coccyx cuisine. Leather seats are well executed. Large windows provide fairly good frontal and
lateral visibility, but wide roof racks can complicate it in the corners. The rear view is not very
good due to the wide line of glazing, which gives shrinkage to the rear side windows. Head
restraints of third row seats block the small rear window. The huge rear-view mirrors, as well as
the standard rear-view camera, can help. Beginning in , the blind blind monitoring system is
included in the basic kit. In , the model was upgraded, changing the appearance bumpers, grille,
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information go to Situated beneath your car, truck, or SUV is your Hyundai exhaust system.
This collection of pipes, mufflers and clamps serves to control harmful emissions and dampen
engine noise so your vehicle runs smooth and quietor hot and loud, if you prefer a racy
glasspack muffler to announce the power of your vehicle. Regardless of your sound preference,
your Hyundai exhaust system is an important component that contributes to the overall
performance of your vehicle. Hyundai exhaust systems are made of steel. You may think this is
a benefit, since steel is a tough construction material, but the sad truth is the composition of
your Hyundai exhaust makes it vulnerable to damage. Since your Hyundai exhaust is

underneath your vehicle, it is exposed to damaging water, mud, and road salt. In addition, the
gas carried through your Hyundai exhaust system is corrosive stuff. Rust is an all too common
problem in Hyundai exhaust systems. You may be tempted to let it slide, since few people
bother to look beneath your car and the rust will go unnoticed. However, a rusted Hyundai
exhaust system can spread rapidly and cause your muffler to break away from the pipes and
drag on the road. If you end up damaging your catalytic converter, this can translate to
expensive repairs. When your Hyundai exhaust system is rusted, weak, or corroded, you should
replace the pipes, muffler and clamps right away to ensure continued top performance and
durability. Find what you need for your Hyundai exhaust in our vast online catalogue,
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lives up to its reputation. There are a few choices of performance cat back exhaust systems out
there on the market for the Tiburon V6, but I decided to go with the Borla due to their reputation
Definitely a healthy step up from the uninspiring vacuum cleaner sound and generic styling of
the stock exhaust system. First, installation was almost enjoyable. This was the first bolt on
system I've ever installed, so I'm used to lots of hacksawing, clamps, cascading pipe adapters,
rigging up custom hangers, and generally battling fit and alignment issues that plague custom
exhaust work. The hardest part was getting the old stuff off, as it was significantly rusted. From
there, a monkey could get this bolted up straight and secure. That brings me to the only con. I
was pretty disappointed that they couldn't include a new gasket and mounting nuts. I even got a
nice baseball cap in the box, but no gasket. I was kind of assuming it would be included for that
price. Fortunately, the local parts store had both in stock. I knocked off an "installation" star to
reflect that. But on to the good stuff. The difference in power was immediately noticeable. The Y
splitter to the rear mufflers is ten times better designed than the stock setup, and the butt dyno
agrees. It's got a good deep sound when you get on it, but is also very agreeable for commuting
and highway cruising. No annoying drone or rasp at any speed. I feel like this system will be
just the right compliment to an aftermarket heade
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r system for best sound. Other aftermarket systems sound pretty aggressive just on the stock
headers and end up ridiculously loud with aftermarket headers. A high flow cat combined with
aftermarket headers would be the ultimate compliment for this system. Purchased on Feb 10,
Jun 11, Borla Exhaust. I am very pleased with this purchase. The Borla exhaust system gave my
03 Hyundai Tiburon GT a more aggressive growling sound and I certainly feel more power from
it. My husband installed it with a friend in one evening without any problems. I have been
driving the car with the new exhaust for about 3 weeks n ow and have not encountered any
problems. I would definitely recommend this product. Purchased on Jul 22, Hyundai Exhaust
System Guides. Helpful Automotive Resources. An engine knock sounds like someone
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